CRYOGENIC CYLINDER CARTS

**Cylinder Delivery Cart**  
**Model IG-CC4W**

Designed to deliver a single liquid cylinder (160–230L), this cart features an adjustable hook that can be used with a variety of cylinders with simple adjustment. Its pneumatic wheels roll easily over any surface while swivel casters on the trailing wheel make maneuverability easy. Small, front-mounted steel wheels make loading large liquid cylinders quick and easy.

**Specifications**
- **Height:** 63" vertical
- **Width:** 20"
- **Weight:** 119 lbs.

**EZ Load Cart**  
**Model IG-CC3W**

Intended for hospitals, labs or fill plants, the EZ Load Cart is the ultimate cart for any location where handling and maneuverability are paramount. Its phenolic wheels and swivel caster move easily and soundlessly over flat surfaces. Loading large liquid cylinders (160–230L) is simple because of the low front-loading platform. The cart can be used with platform scales to prevent the slamming of cylinders on scales.

**Specifications**
- **Height:** 48"
- **Width:** 29"
- **Weight:** 79 lbs.

**Flat Platform Cart**  
**Model IG-CCP4W**

Built on the same concept as the EZ Load, the Model IG-CCP4W has a flat platform designed to move large liquid cylinders (160–230L) with ease. It utilizes four ultra-quiet swivel casters to maximize maneuverability while minimizing noise, making it perfect for labs and hospitals.

**Specifications**
- **Baseplate:** 22" x 22"
- **Height:** 6"
- **Width:** 33"
- **Weight:** 65 lbs.